
Homozygous Black
Homozygous Polled

           Connealy Impression
Sire: MAR Innovation 251
           MAR Final Kahuna 856

           MCM Top Grade 018X
Dam: LRS Ms Topgrade 018X
           LRS Ms Clubking 1007Y

ASA# 34056180
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Bill Begger: 406-796-2326
John Begger: 406-795-9914
482 Custer Trail Road
Wibaux, MT 59353

darbegger@yahoo.com
www.beggersdiamondv.com

n Absolutely a stud, Topself was the bull that stood out when you entered 
a very stout set of bulls at Lassle’s, not because of his size, but his balance.

n Believed to be one of the elite ½ blood SimAngusTM bulls that sold in the
nation this sale season.  

n Top Shelf puts it all together with one of the top performance records to be
found.  Yet when you analyze his EPDs he holds the numbers together right
where they need to be in all the top percentiles, but not that erratic top
percentile that seems to dictate heifer bull with no real pay wt performance.

n As Lassle Ranch described him phenotypically, this bull is hard to pick apart
as he is powerful and yet smooth, balanced, and really sound.  #1 yearling
wt bull in our sale.  Pedigree, phenotype and genotype, this bull puts it all
together to be Lot 1.

n Top selling-bull in their sale where 120 bulls averaged $6,015 per head.  
n Out of a no-hole dam that also produced LRS Iconic.
n A total outcross to most Simental pedigrees, and his Angus genetics are
totally fresh to the SimAngusTM breed.

n If you like cattle that are high-volume easy-keeping with eye-appeal, you
will love Topshelf.

n Topshelf should be an udder-improver, a trait that is very important to every
cowman.

n Topshelf puts a very impressive performance profile together, only 82 lbs 
at birth, 778 at weaning, and a powerful ADG of 4.34 on only a 42 megal
cal ration to post a superb 365 wt of 1,464.  Yet only a 6-frame bull that 
will sire sensible sized cattle at maturity. 

n One of Lassle’s top-ultrasounding bulls with a REA of 16.03, Ratio 108, 
IMF Ratio 106, BF Ration 106.

Semen: 
$35/unit; $30 for
30 or more units.
Semen available 
through owner


